Comments to the revisors

We appreciate the reviewer's comments, and all modifications are present in the text (remarked with red). These modifications include the corrections in the reference 12, the use of the word “victim”, separate the Case and Conclusion as subtitles, and improve of the English.

Some specific aspects:

Second paragraph of the Introduction:
With respect to the behavior of Ctenidae, we only refer to the one presented by Phoneutria, instead to all family behavior.

Regarding to: “The only major point observed is considering this case report the first description of P. depilata accident. Since it is a recently separated specie from P boliviensis, other cases might be already described and attributed to P boliviensis, what is no discussed by the authors. More, as stated in the end of the first paragraph of the discussion, other accidents were described”

In our manuscript we do not refer to "the first description" of a case of phoneutrism by P. depilata, rather we mention a previous case presented at a congress, in addition to mentioning the comments on the labels of the material from the museum. For Panama, we found no reference to bites or to the presence of P. boliviensis, understanding the recent taxonomic changes.